
Number of cylinders Up to 9

Standard force/cylinder 60kN or 120kN

Maximum acceleration 150g

Standard stroke (two versions)
On-sled 400mm 
Static 600mm

Minimum distance between two  
intrusion areas

225mm
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ASIS
Advanced Side Impact System

ASIS is the world’s first side impact simulator that can 
reproduce multiple intrusion areas simultaneously to 
provide more realistic results during testing. It delivers a 
superior and more comprehensive view of the crash 
phenomenon without incurring high costs that are typically 
associated with full vehicle testing.

ASIS is a powerful tool that can be used at a very early stage 

in the car development process. The system is technologically 

advanced to provide insightful data for analysis of restraint 

components of the car – such as door panels, airbags, 

foams, and plastics which are critical to occupant safety. 

The mechanisms of these components can be very difficult 

to simulate with FEA, which makes the ASIS an essential part 

of the test system in any automotive safety lab.

Up to 9 air-pressured intrusion cylinders can be installed to 

accelerate the impact ram of the ASIS. The pneumatic and 

hydraulic pressure of each of the intrusion cylinders can go 

up to 200 bar and 300 bar respectively. The crash pulse of 

the ram is created with a high dynamic valve that modulates 

the brake pressure of the hydraulic braking block and the 

slip of the ram.  As a result,  acceleration, speed and stroke 

can be precisely controlled for each single cylinder.

Both an on-sled and a static version of ASIS are available to 
cater to various testing needs. The entire on-sled version can 
be seated on an acceleration sled system, and be launched 
with the sled while the door actuators reproduce the relative 
stroke of the intrusion. The static version is delivered with its 
own, separated seat-sled while the door actuators create the 
absolute stroke of intrusion. In both cases, the sled is 
simulating the movement of the seat/car body.

ADVANTAGES

�� Controlled intrusion

�� Controlled structure deformation

�� Realistic crash simulation (door gap)

�� Limited prototype parts necessary

�� Easy and fast setup

�� Easy and flexible positioning of intrusion areas


